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Introduction
Without errands to run and 
money to make there would 
be little stopping even the 
most casual of knitters from 
crafting for pleasure day 
after day. Sadly, this is not 
the case. 

Knitting at Dawn was crafted 
for the sore and tired 
busybodies that just want 
to create, but feel like they 
have to fight tooth and nail 
for every minute out of their 
day to be spent knitting that 
last sock, flower beanie, or 
sweater for their pet. 

Each of these patterns has 
visible markers of their own 
that tip a distracted knitter 
off to their last steps and will 
be worked to completion in 
a few short hours. 

The aim of this book is to 
entertain in short periods 
of time, keeping the knitter 
alert and focused on new, 

interesting designs that can 
be easily remembered and 
incorporated into any other 
project with enjoyment and 
little fuss. Special patterns 
one tends to remember and 
cherish are found in the most 
unexpected times. 

Our sincerest hope is that 
this book will give you a 
treasured idea or project you 
will want to pass on to your 
closest friends and family, 
either in finished form or as a 
shared experience that they 
may also have the pleasure 
of developing.

Without further ado, please 
enjoy your journey through 
these projects and let us 
follow your progress by 
visiting www.picot-knits.com 
and sharing your lovely items 
with our team.
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by Skeinwalker

Inspired by the sea and ripples in the 
sand, Aegean is a long wavy scarf 
that can be worn mid-season when 
the wind suddenly gets chilly.

It combines several simple stitch 
patterns and turns them into a 
seemingly intricate result.

Aegean is a fun scarf to knit that will 
keep you entertained without being 
too difficult. With its waves, spikes 
and color changes, it promises to be 
equally fun to wear.

14 sts and 17 rows 
= 10 cm / 4” in 
stitch pattern, 
blocked, using 
smaller needles.

3.5 mm
4.5 mm 

Fingering

AegeAn ScArf

Notions

Tapestry needle.

Size

One; easily 
customizable.

Final 
Measurements

Width (w) 7 inches/17cm, 
length (l) 64 
inches/162cm.

Pattern Notes

This pattern is worked 
flat starting from the 
short side. The scarf is 
composed of 16 sections 
of right- or left-leaning 
lace.

The stitch count remains 
constant throughout the 
whole pattern.

Yarn

Drops Fabel Long Print 
(Fingering; 75% Wool, 
25% Polyamide; 224 
yards /205 meters per 50 
grams); 1 ball.

Needles

3.5 mm (US size 4) or size 
to obtain gauge.

4.5 mm (US size 7) or size 
to obtain gauge plus 1 
mm. 

Note: 

If using a US size, please 
convert it to mm and 
then add 1 mm to it to 
get the larger size that 
you need. Unfortunately, 
US sizes are not 
consistent so we can’t 
convert to US sizes.

Gauge

14 sts and 17 rows = 10 
cm/ 4 inches in stitch 
pattern, blocked, using 
smaller needles.

Note:

Obtaining the gauge 
given is not crucial but 
will affect the finished 
size and the yardage 
needed.

Scarf Setup

With 4.5 mm needles 
CO 26 sts with long tail 
CO.

Work seed stitch edging 
as follows:

Row 1 (RS): 

*k, p* repeat to end

Row 2 (WS): 

*p, k* repeat to end

Body

With 3.5 mm needles 
work: 

*Pattern A 10 times

Pattern B once

Pattern C 10 times

Pattern D once 

and repeat from * 7 
times 

– 14 lace sections 
completed. 

Border

With 4.5 mm needles 
work seed stitch edging 
as follows:

Row 1 (RS):

*k, p* repeat to end

Row 2 (WS): 

*p, k* repeat to end

Lace or Decrease bind-
off
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Pattern stitches

Pattern A: lace 

– right-leaning mesh

Work as follows:

Row 1 (RS):

k, p, *yo, k2tog* repeat 
from *until 2 sts remain, 
k, p. (26 sts)

Row 2 (WS):

p, k, p23, k.

Pattern B: 
transition

– right-leaning to left-
leaning

Work text as follows:

Row 1 (RS):

k, p, k, yo, *ssk, yo* 
repeat from *until 3 sts 
remain, ssk, p. (26 sts)

Row 2 (WS):

p, k, p23, k.

Pattern C: lace

– left-leaning mesh

Work text as follows:

Row 1 (RS):

k, p, *ssk, yo* repeat 
from *until 2 sts remain, 
k, p. (26 sts)

Row 2 (WS):

p, k, p23, k.

Pattern D: 
transition 

– left-leaning to right-
leaning

Row 1 (RS):

k, p2tog, 

*yo, k2tog*

repeat from *until 3 sts 
remain, yo, k2, p. (26 sts)

Row 2 (WS):

p, k, p23, k.

AegeAn ScArf
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Worsted 5.5 mm
14 sts and 20 rows 
= 10 cm / 4” in 
stockinette stitch.

12

by Lucas Atmadja 

Let’s face it, boot cuffs are stylistically 
useful. Who wants to wear long, 
woolen socks on a hot spring day 
just for the pretty details? 

Carnival Cuffs give you that snazzy 
look and allow for maximum, breezy 
comfort.

Knit these up in just a few hours to 
your preferred length and flaunt 
them on your leg, or over a cute pair 
of boots.

cArnivAl cuffS

Yarn

Drops Fabel Long Print 
(Fingering; 75% Wool, 
25% Polyamide; 224 
yards /205 meters per 50 
grams); 1 ball.

Gauge

14 sts and 20 rows = 

10 cm/ 4 inches in 
stockinette stitch.

Size

Ankle Width ~ 4” 
Diameter.

Final 
Measurements

Width (w) 4 inches 

length (l) 8  inches

Pattern Note

This pattern is worked 
in the round, starting 
with simple ribbing to 
keep cuffs in place and 
provide an extra option; 
flip the cuff upside 
down to show a more 
conservative and original 
detail.

Cast On 

In the round

46 st

k row

p row

Ribbing

{p1, k1} to end

p to end

Repeat until work is 2” 
tall

Pattern

k9, p4, k6, p4

k9, p3, k8, p3

c4b, k1, c4f, p4, k6, p4

k9, p3, k8, p3

k4, bb, k4, p4, c6b, p4

k9, p3, k8, p3 (twice)

C4f, k1,c4b, p4, k6, p4

k9, p3, k8, p3

Repeat each line twice 
to finish its row.

Repeat pattern thrice 
or choose desired 
repetitions

End 

Repeat until all st are 
gone

k row

Cable cast on 2st

cast off 4, move last co st 
onto left needle
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by Alexis Skegr

Everyone loves a nice diamond, 
especially if it’s bursting with useful  
potential.

Whether you want to add some 
fancy flair to your kitchen, or give 
your washroom a sophisticated look, 
this exfoliating washcloth works as 
well on wine glasses and teacups 
as it does on complexions and tired 
bodies ready for some pampering 
and care.

DiamonD napkin

14

Worsted 5.5 mm
14 sts and 20 rows 
= 10 cm / 4” in 
stockinette stitch.

Cast On

4st, k4

Begin Pattern

sl1, k1, yo, *k to end * 

sl1, p1, yo,*p to end *

Repeat Rows 1 & 2 until 
needle holds 24st. 

Diamond 
Increase

sl1, p1, yo, p9, yo,  p2t

*yo, k2tog* to end 

sl1, k1, yo, k9, yo, k2t, 
*yo, p2tog*

Repeat Rows 1 & 2 until 
needle holds 57st. 

Diamond 
Decrease 

sl1, k2t, yo, k2t, p9, yo, 
k2t

sl1, p1t, yo, p2t, p9, yo, 
p2t

Repeat Rows 1 & 2 until 
diamond closes.

Post-Diamond 

sl1, k2t, yo, k2t, *k to 
end*

sl1, p2t, yo, p2t, *p to 
end*

Repeat Rows 1 & 2 until 
needle holds 5st. 

Cast Off

p1, p2t, p2

Bind off
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Worsted 5.5 mm
14 sts and 20 rows 
= 10 cm / 4” in 
stockinette stitch.

by Artemis Yolmar

Busy days call for bags, leashes, 
phones, and more bags! Sometimes 
the last thing you need is one more 
item dangling off of your person. Let 
this short, warm neck cozy replace 
your long, cumbersome scarf. 

The neck cozy will give you a snug fit 
that keeps the chill at bay and stays 
out of the way.

neck cozy

Cast On

28st (or height of neck)

Begin Pattern

k row

p row

Scales (Double 
Moss Stitch)

*k2, p2 * to end - twice

*p2, k2* to end -twice

Repeat Rows 1 & 2 (moss 
stitch) 5 times. 

k 8 rows

Repeat moss stitch 5 
times, k 4 rows.

Seed Stitch 

k1, p1 across

p1, k1 across

Repeat for 20 rows.

Finishing Pattern 

Work pattern backwards 
through Scales (52 rows) 

Button Holes

k row

p row

Repeat Rows 1 & 2 four 
times.

k10, CO1 st, k6, CO1 st, 
k10 (to end of row)

p row

k row

CO & Bind off.

Sew Buttons in 
corresponding spots at 
opposite end of button 
holes t.
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Beg begin/beginning

BO bind off

Cn cable needle

CO cast on

Cont continue

Dec decrease/

decreases/

decreasing

Dpn double pointed 
needle(s)

Inc increase/increases/

increasing 

K knit

K2tog knit 2 stitches 
together

LH left hand

P purl

Pm place marker

P2tog purl 2 stitches 
together

Psso pass slipped 
stitch over

Rep repeat(s)

RH right hand

Rnd(s) round(s)

RS right side

Sk skip

Skp slip, knit, pass 
stitch over—one stitch 
decreased

Sk2p slip 1, knit 2 
together, pass slip stitch 
over the knit 2 together;

2 stitches have been 
decreased

Sl slip

Sl st slip stitch(es)

Ssk slip, slip, knit these 
2 stiches together—a 
decrease

St(s) stitch(es)

St st stockinette 
stitch/stocking stitch

Tog together

WS wrong side

Yo yarn over

by the Craft Yarn Council

AbbreviAtionS
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